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| MATERIALS, CONSTRUCTION, AND TESTING OF CONCRETE CONTAINMENTS J ~
j (Articios CC 1000,-2000, and 4000 through -6000 of the -

-

-

" Code for Concrete Reactor Vsessis and Containments"8 )-

I
I A. INTROOUCTION formally issued for the first time in 1975, was reissued in
l 1977, and again in 1980. This revison to the guide endorses i

j General Design Criterion 1, " Quality Standards and the following articles of the 1980 edition of the Code:
j Records," of Appendix A, " General Design Criteria for
1 Nuclear Power Plants," to 10 CFR Part 50, " Domestic CC-1000, Introduction, !

IIJcensing of Production and Utilization FacDities," requires, CC 2000, Material,
in part, that structures, systems, and components important CC-4000, Fabrication and Construction,
to safety be designed, fabricated, erected, and tested to CC-5000, Construction, Testing, and Examination, and4

i quality standards commensurate with the importance of CC 6000, Structural Integrity Test of Concrete Contain-
! the safety functions to be performed. Appendix B," Quality ment Structures.

Assurance Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and Fuel
Reprocesang Plants," to 10 CFR Part 50 requires, in part, Consideration will be given to referencing the Code in

;

: that measures be established to ensure materials control the Code of Federal Regulations after sufficient experience
| and control of special processes, such as welding, and that has been accumulated with its use. In the interim, the NRC
I proper testing be performed. staff will set forth its position on the acceptabGity of
I the Code for licenans purposes in regulatory guides.

s This guide describes bases acceptable to the NRC staff>

'
for implementing the above requirements with regard to the The NRC .ff has evaluated the geddess contained in
materials construction, and testins of concrete cattninnents. the article. 2ted above, but has made no attempt to,

coordinate all literature (standards, codes, guidelines, regula-'

I De Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards has tions, etc.) that may be relevant to the anbject of this guide.
j been consulted concerning this guide and has concurred in
' the regulatory position. The referenced Code incorporates the recommendations

of several regulatory guides in an acceptable manner. Hence,
8. DISCUS $10N with the f.mance of thisrevision to Regulatory Guide 1.136,

the regulatory guides listed below will be withdrawn:
no American Society of Mechanical Engineers and the

i American Concrete Institute have jointly published the 1.10 Mechanical (Cadweld) Splices in Reinforcing

|
" Code for Concrete Reactor Vessels and Containments,"8 Bars of Category 1 Concrete Structures,

|
which is referred to in this guide as the Code. The Code was

1.15 Testing of Reinforcing Bars for Category i

The embetaatted semaer of chanses he this revWoe from th.
october iets isome has made it impractical to ladicate the <*ampen
.eth anos in the eersts, . 1.18 Structural Acceptance Test for Concrete Primary
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1.103 Post-tensoned Prestressing Systems for Concrete 5. CC 2441(g)- Tendon Ducts, ch. h 7,,,,,,,, ,,g

Reactor Vessels and Containments. Transition Comes

naean== the Code provisions continue to change, the SubparagraphCC 2441(g) addresses only the susceptibG-
NRC staff plans to periodiceDy update this guide to accom- ity of ducts to leakage under pressure. However, duct joints
modate new and revised provisions of the Code, are more susceptible to leakage under pressure than the

ducta. The recommended prequalification of ducts and
In those areas where the provisions of the referenced duct joints in Regulatory Position C.5 would eliminate the

Code are innafficient for licensing purposes, the staff has potential for grease (or grout) leakage under maximum
provided supplementary guidelines it raa=Aare to be pressures,
needed. 'Ihese guidelines are contained in the regulatory
position. Brief reasons for recommending them are given 6. CC 2463.1 - Static Tennile Test
below.

Different systems of prestressing may require different
1. CC.2232.2(a)- Strength Tests numbers of tests for tendon systems to establish their

adequacy for use. Variations within the tolerance limits of
The average strength of a design mix based on mean the construction specification in material properties and

rather than maximum allowable values of air content and in geometry of anchorages and tendons must be realistically
slump is not conservative relative to standard building con- and adequately represented in the system testing.Therefore,
struction practice. The limits in Regulatory Position C.I Regulatory Position C.6 recommends that any system of
are taken from Section 4.4.2 of ACI Standard 318-77 prestressing be subjected to a sufficient number of tests to
"BuGding Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete."j establish its adequacy before it is adopted for use.

2. CC.2243 - Cement Grout for Grouted Tendon Systems 7. CC.4240 - Curing

*
Regulatory Position C.2 recommends using the guidance The 1980 version of the Code eliminates a specific

in Regulatory Guide l.107," Qualification for cement Grout- requirement for curing concrete at temperatures hasher
ing for Prestressing Tendons in Containment Structures," t!.an 40'F. The guide recommendation is in accordance
rather than paragraph CC-2243 with respect to grouting of with ACI 308-71, " Recommended Practice for Curing
prostressing tendona. The staff believes that the guide recom- Concrete."3 %
mendations provide needed assurance for the integrity of
grouted tendons that cannot be directly inspected during 8. CC-4333.4.2 Splice Samples

.

! the life of the containment.
The 1980 edition of the Code, in CC-4333.4.3, requires

| 3. CC 2433.2.3 Acceptance Standards only a production-splice testing program, while the previous
' '

program permitted production- and sister. splice testing. As
; Experience with the use of alloy steel materials for anchor a result, CC-4333.4.2 now contradicts CC-4333.4.3. Regula-

blocks and wedge blocks (such as AISI 4140) indicates that tory Position C.8 provides guidance consistent with the'

a high degree of hardness of these materials is a factor in requirements of CC-4333.4.3.
causing cracking (presumably stressorrosion) under certain
inevitable environments. Also it is necessary to control the 9. CC-4352 - Splices
uniformity of hardness of these materials. A thorough
surface examination and proper protection before and after Mechanical splice are considered to be weak links in 'he
installation of theos materials and a cices control in the performance of reinforcing bars.Thus,staggerinsof mechan-
amount and uniformity of hardness in these materials may ical splices in areas of high stress is being reemphasized in
eliminate cracking, order to avoid a concentration of splices on one plane in

such areas that may result in (1) unacceptable cracking and
4. Protection of Prestressing Materials fram imTemperature (2) increased steel congestion that has adverse effects on

Effects concrete placement. In addition, this recommendation is

conastent with ACI 349-76, " Code Re,quirements for Maclear
The testing of prostresdag materials to qualify than against Safety Related Concrete Structures."

loss in dactility &aring cold temperatures is needed; therefore,
the guidance in RegulatoryPositionC.4 is recommended. 10. CC.4464.1 Procedure

2 The common practice in post tensioning, as adopted by J
megeseenseYn.merse *N'cenerete Reactor vessens eEpn it the American Concrete Institute (Section 18.18 of ACI

Tnts e sdeettaes tae artkse,and,

i acode tna.-
l "**" **be de''"*d- 318 77), is to allow the discrepancy level of 5% instead of 8

f-3 the 10% allowed by the Code. The guide recommendation
nes fsTs'o' may be obtained tese the American Concrete Institute, is for 5%.Dewaet,neseemsee es2 s. j
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i 11. CC.4522.1 Toisemmees for Liner SheEs and Heade 3. CC 2433.2.3 Acceprance Standards

| The non-mandatory guidelanes of Appendix F to the Code la addition m the requ rementsin subparagraWi CC-2433.2.3,
:! are acceptable to the NRC staff although some of the guide- the following guidance should be used:
1 lines are relaxed from the previous requirements of the
j 1977 edition of the Code. "The maximum hardness for material of anchor head
; assemblies and wedge blocks shall not exceed that of

Appendix F, paragrada F 1220(c), estabhshes non-cunndatfie Rockwell C40. To maintain uniformity in hardness, the toler-
j plumbness tolerances for liner shells. Cumulative tolerances ance on a designated hardness number shall not exceed 2."
| may be controlled in most cases by the out-of roundness
1 tolerances of paragraph F 1220(a). However, to ensure that

a maximum cumulative plumbness tolerance is established 4. Protection of Prestressing Materials from Lou > Temperature
; for different containment configurations, an explicit Effects
'

recommendation is provided in Regulatory Position C.I1.
In addition to the requirements in CC-2434, " Wedges

12. CC 5210 General and Ancbor Nuts," the following guidance should be used:
i

The locations of all major embedments, such as plates, " Materials for all load-bearins components of prestressing
a

| embedded piping penetration sleeves, major structural systems should be selected so that they can withstand the
j frammes, and anchor bolts, should be preplanned, identified anticipated low temperature effects without loss in their
{ on the design drawings, and documented on field changes ductility. Methods and procedures sumlar to those used
i thereto. This would permit verification that embedmonts for materials of liners in CC 2520, ' Fracture Toughness
i have been placed with full consideration given to the Requirements for Materials,' are acceptable for qualifying
| resulting reduction in structural strengths, radiation shieldir.g the materials. Additionally, it should be demonstrated by
! effectiveness, and hindrance to the placement and consolida- suitable tests that with the maximum allowable flaw
i tion of concrete. size (cracked buttonheads, wedges, and anchor nuts), the
i specific components will exhibit the required strength and

13. CC.4214 - Retest ductility under the lowest anticipated temperatures."

l The second sentence of CC 6214 permits the licenses the
option of doing nothing even after studies have been made 5. CC-2441(g) Tendon Ducts, Channels, Trumpets, and,

, that indicate that acceptance criteria (c) and (d) of CC-6213 Transition Cones
! were still not met. The need to select one of the foDowup

options in paragraph CC-6214 is defined in Regulatory Instead of "CC 2441(g) Ducts ...," the following should
Position C.13. be used:

i

"CC 2441(g) Ducts and duct joints . .."
C. REGULATORY POSITION

6. CC-2463.1 Static Tensue Test.

'Ihe requirements specified in Articles CC 1000, 2000,
and -4000 through-6000 of the " Code for Concrete Reactor Instead of "CC-2463.1 Static Tensile Test. Two or more
Vessels and Containments," A24E Boiler and Pressure Vessel static tensile tests...," the following should be used:
Code, Section III, Division 2,1980 Edition,(also known as

! ACI Standard 359 80) are acceptable to the NRC staff for "CC-2463.1 Static Tensile Tests. Static tensile tests...."
the materials, construction, and testing of concrete contain-

,

I ments of nuclear power plants subject to the following: Any system of prestressing should be subjected to a suffi-
cient number of tests to establish its adequacy. Justification

I. CC 2232.2(a) Strength Tests that a sufficient number of tests have bee's performed as
wellas a description of the test program should be submitted

When foDowing the requirements in the second sentence to the NRC for review and approval
of CC-2232.2(a), the word " maximum" should be used for
the word "mean" wheneverit appears,and"20.75 fn." should 7. CC-4240 Curing
be used instead of " 0.75% ."

In addition to the requirements for curing concrete in
i 2. CC 2243 Cement Grout for Grouted Tendon Systems subsubarticle CC-4240(d), the following guidance should be

used:,

Regulatory Guide 1.107, " Qualification for Cement
Grating for PrestresansTendes ia Containment Structures," "When the mean daily outdoor temperature is 40*F ora

'
should be used for guidance on qualifying grout for grouted higher, the minimum period of curing should be 7 days
tendon systems, after placing concrete."<

i

:
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8. CC4333.4.2 Spilse Samples such as reber supports and form ties), or covered by deca-
mented field changes and later placed on the as. bust

laseead of the reckementsin abparagraph CC4333.4.2, drawinsi, romahi la the form after the concate is placed.
the foDowing guidamos should be used: Additionally, the inspection should ensure that hoBow

tubes and pipe sections used as mapport systems or for other
"Splios samples sheE be production splices (cut directly construction convenience, ifleft embedded in the concrete,

from la place reinforceansat)." are fHied with concrete or grout as appropriate.

9. CC4352. Splions 13. CC4214. Retest

; la addition to the requirements la paragraph CC-4352, There are two options permitted by the Code in the pivase
the foBowing guidance should be used: in the second sentence of CC-6214 "... remedial measures

may be undertaken or a retest may be conducted "; one
! "Ma haaie=1 splices located in areas of high stresses should be selected if the requirements of CC-6213(c) and

(maximum computed tensile strom A 0.5 F ) should have (d) are not met
alternate bare spliced or adiacent splices d. If tests
for slip (orinternal plastic deforsnation)of the splice demon-
strate that the slip is low (i.e., net to exceed 50% of the D. IhrLEMENTATION
elongation of the unspliced her along the spliced length), at
0.9 F , the adjacent splices need not be staggered." The purpose of this section is to prov6de information toy

applicants regarding the NRC staff's plans for using this
10. CC4444.1 Procedure regulatory guide.

l

Discrepancies of elongation of tendonsshouldnotexceed Except in those cases in which an applicant proposes an
"15%"of the discrepancies calculated instead of the "1105" acceptable alternative method for complying with specified
as rHeenamed in the last two sentences of subparagraph portions of the Commi=ian's regulations, the method
CC-4464.1. described herein will be used in the evaluation of the

; following appucations that are docketed after MagnifSt.
; 11. CC-4522.1 Toleramoes for Liner SheEs and Heads

1. PreHeinary Design Approval (PDA) appucations and Pro.
The N11C staff will use the guidelines of the non-mandatory liminary Duplicate Design Approval (PDDA) applications, l

Appendix F to the Code for the purpose of review and
inspection. 2. Final Design Approval, Type 2, (FDA.2) applications '

and Final Duplicate Design Approval, Type 2,(FDOA 2)
A maximum cumulative deviation of the liner shell plumb- applications.

ness of 6" or a I in 200 ratio, whichever is less, should be
used. 3. Manufacturing License (ML) applicationa.

12. CC.5210 General 4. Construction Permit (CP) applications except for those
-

portions of CP applications that reference standard
The requirements of CC-5210 should be supplemented designs (Le., PDA, FDA 1, FDA.2, FDDA, FDDA 1,

by an inspection to ensure that only those embedmonte FDDA 2, or ML) or that reference quahfied base plant
shown on the design drawings (except minor embedmonts designs under the replication option.

( l.1364
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val.UEMWACT STATEMENT
'

Dessripeten The value/ impact of positions of this revision to the
guide are discussed below:

This Revision 2 to Regeistory Guide 1.136 provides
information regarding the NRC staff's positions on the Regulatory Positions C.1, C7, C.10, and C.11 should have
acceptability for NRC licensing actions of Articles CC 1000, no appreciable impact on the industry or the public since'
2000, 4000, -5000, and -6000 of the " Code for Concrete they recommend generally accepted construction practice.

Reactor Vessels and Containments''' published jointly by
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME Regulatory Position C2 recommends the use of the
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Division 2, more detailed recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.10?'

1980 Edition) and the American Concrete lastitute (ACI which include a reference to the existing Code requirernents
Standard 359 80). In thoes artes where the NRC staff finds of CC 2243 where appropriate. The value/ impact and
provisions of the referenced Code Insufficient for licenans rationale for recommendations in Regulatory Guide 1.107
purposes, supplenientary guidelines are given in the regula- have been thoroughly discussed in the resolution of publictory position.

comments on that guide and during the public meeting in
November 1976.

Following issue of Revision 2, this guide will be periodi-
cally updated to stay current with the ASME Code, Sec- Regulatory Positions C3, C.4, C.5, and C10 emphasizetion III, Division 2. This will be done under procedures

the need to prequalify prestressing system components by'

antalar tc those under which Regulatory Guides 1.84 and adequate testing. These positions are conastant with the
1.85 are updated la the endorsement of ASME Code Cases. way the, prniously approved prostressing system com-

Vahse ponents were required to be qualirted. The NRC staff
believes that the Code lacks these specific requirements.
They would help ensure the safety and integrity of the

lasuance and ir.iplementation of this guide will provide qualified prestressing system during the useful life of the
the NRC reviewers and applicants a common basis for containment. Their impact on the industry should be
understanding the Code requirements for materials, construc- rnmimat
tion, and testing of concrete containments, thus minimiring
po*mtial subjective interpretations on the degree of accept- Regulatory Positions C6 and Cl3 remain essentiallyability for materials, cc,nstruction, and testing of concrete unchanged from the November 1979 issue of this guide for
coatainments. public comment.

Impact
Regulatory Position C.9 represents an editorial correction

to eliminate a contradiction in the 1980 edition of the Code.Most Code requirements are now being accepted by the
industry and NRC Therefore, the endorsement of these Regulatory Position C 12 has been revised to reflect
Code requirements would have no additional impact on public comments received and to fulfdl a need without anyindustry.

negative impact on the industry.
,

Resosmassadations
*
co

7),gD, sess me be attgened ftoai she Amesteangs, a,egeanw.gtion as described in Section D, " Implementation," of the
of Meenen- Revision 2 of the guide should be issued for implementa-g% , ,, in,-M 3*s ,,e., ce

19:so, Doweet. ASsMens,4e319. ,

guide,

e u.s. GovenseastesT PReefleeG OFFICE: I sol- 34174211ss
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